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Automotive Intelligence
What is it?

Buying Signals
Monitor your customer’s online shopping behaviors

Connect Automotive Intelligence (AI) is an artificial intelligence solution that aggregates and analyzes customer 
data across multiple platforms to create instant relevancy between your dealership and your customer. In layman’s 
terms, AI will help uncover deals using your CRM’s customer data and your customers shopping behavior across 
your website, KBB, and AutoTrader. Based on your customer’s data, shopping behaviors and level of engagement 
AI can intelligently predict where your customers are in the buying process. Currently there are 3 key areas of AI 
Buying Signals, Engagement Strength and Automotive Intelligence Dashboard that will help you uncover new 
deals and prevent potential lost deals.

Buying Signals are tasks that appear on the Tasks page identified by a lightbulb. These tasks allow the user to 
monitor the customer’s footprint on your dealership’s website, KBB, and AutoTrader. A user can view what pages 
and the length of time a customer spent on the dealer’s web site, what vehicles were viewed and searched for on 
AutoTrader, and even what estimated trade values were given on KBB. Using this information a user can strategically 
contact a customer and have an intelligent conversation that can lead to an appointment.

Tip: To view a Buying Signal visit the 
 Tasks page and click directly on 
 the “lightbulb”. 

Automotive Intelligence
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Customer data is broken down in to 3 categories

Buying Signal

Section What It Shows

Shows if the customer is actively 
shopping, ready to buy, already 
bought or simply browsing. You 
will also see an indicator showing 
how likely the customer will 
make a purchase based on their 
shopping behavior.

Interests Shows and ranks what your 
customer is looking for based 
on collected data across your 
website, KBB, and AutoTrader.

Online Activities Shows a complete footprint of 
your customers online shopping 
and research. Will be displayed 
on a timeline allowing the user to 
click in to for more information.

Engagement Strength
Evaluate interactions to measure the engagement of a salesperson with a CRM lead

AI’s Engagement Strength indicator uses advanced algorithms to determine how close your customer is to making a 
purchase based on their level of engagement and shopping behavior. Engagement Strength’s measurement analyzes 
communication, negotiation, and sales actions to place a customer in a Low, Mid, or High state. This information can 
be used to make sure we close deals with High engaged customers and move Low engaged customers closer 
to a sale.

Tip: Engagement Strength can be found next to a customer on the Tasks or 
 Leads page. Click on the Engagement Strength indicator to expand the 
 engagement activities. This also reveals which recommended next steps 
 to take to move a customer closer to a sale.
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Automotive Intelligence Dashboard
Analyze text messages and emails to understand customer sentiment and intent

The AI Dashboard analyzes all inbound Emails and Text Messages sent from your customers to detect buying 
opportunities, customer feedback, pricing inquires, and various calls to action. The information found on this 
extensive report gives you a quick snapshot of the communication from your customers allowing you to identify 
opportunities to sell and even save. To access the Automotive Intelligence Dashboard go to Insights then search 
for “Automotive Intelligence”.
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Tip: Click on to each section to display a list of customers and their messages. You can quickly scan these messages 
 to identify opportunity, potential loss of sale, and coaching opportunities.

Sentiment Summary

Section What It Shows

Shows a complete breakdown of Positive, Negative and Neutral communication 
sent to dealership.

Message Sentiment By User Shows Sentiment breakdown of Positive, Negative, and Neutral communication 
sent to user.

Intent Summary Shows a categorization of customers and messages by Call To Action, Pricing 
Inquiry, Feedback, Opportunity and Other.


